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1. When do you feel you have 
been successful in your work?

2. What is difficult, or what 
hinders you, in your work?

3. What is the core of your 
professional work?
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What next?
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• Explain why this investigation is 
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Introduction
About me: science teacher for 24 years, STEM coordinator, MA in Careers Education 
and Coaching, former Enterprise Coordinator.
This investigation is important because everyone goes through this transition. How 
can we help young people to leave education and enter employment as successfully 
as possible? Ask those who have recently been through it!

Literature review findings so far
• Working part-time (whilst in full-time secondary education) can help develop 

career management and employability skills.
• A significant proportion of young people do not experience part-time work.
• Listening to the voices of young people is important if we want to improve 

experiences for them. 

Research questions
1. How prepared do young people who have left compulsory education feel they are 
for the contemporary world of work?
2. What activities and experiences help young people in compulsory education 
prepare for successful transitions to the world of work?

Method
• Qualitative study.
• Interview people aged 18-24 who have left school/college, but did not go to 

university.
• Identify themes that young people are saying about how prepared they felt for 

the workplace, what helped them to prepare and what else would have helped.

Possible research outcomes
• Information for young people and their parents.
• Guidance materials for teachers and careers professionals.
• Papers for publication in academic journals.
• Advice for policy makers.
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Who am I 
and why is 
this study 

important?

What has 
already been 

said about 
the topic?

What do I 
hope to 
achieve?

How will I 
investigate  

this?

What do I 
want to 

investigate?

Caution:
PhD student at work!
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